# 4-H Dog Show - Rally Obedience

**RALLY CLASS:** (Circle one)  
- 510 (on lead) Rally Beginner  
- 511 (on lead) Rally I  
- 512 (off lead) Rally II  

**ARM BAND #:** ____________________  
**TIME:** ____________________  
**BREED:** ____________________

**COUNTY:** ____________________  
**NAME:** ____________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Deduction</th>
<th>DEDUCTION</th>
<th>STATION #</th>
<th>POINTS LOST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1 Point**       | Tight leash  
No dog interfering with handler  
Poor Sits  
Slow, delay, or resistance to respond  
Touching or ticking a jump, pylon, post or person  
Out of position  
Repeat of a station (max. of 2 retries)  
Pylon/post knocked over (on fig. 8, spiral, serpentine)  
Lack of control  
Loud command or intimidating signal  
Excessive barking  | | |
| **3 Points**      | Incorrectly performed station  
Hitting the jump  
Minimum requirements not met  
Dog unmanageable or uncontrolled barking  
Station not attempted  
Consistently tight lead  
Substantially out of position/not completing honor exercise  
Eliminates in ring during judging  
Bar knocked off uprights  
Using jump as aid in going over  
Failure of dog to go over jump in proper direction  
Handler error  | | |
| **10 Points**     |  | | |
| **1 – 10 Points** (rev 9/2014) | Lack of teamwork  
Lack of briskness  
Handler error  | | |

**Comments:**  
**Ribbons:** 100-90 – Blue; 89-70 – Red; 69 & below - White

**Possible Score**  
100

**Deductions**  
— ______

**Total Score**  
_____

**Judge signature:** ____________________

---
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